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grooved roller weighing not less than   150 pounds per lineal inch of roller, measured along its axis.
All that part of the dam below the puddle .core wall shall be filled with the surface clay in the immediate locality below the dam.- It shall be laid in courses not over 6 inches in thickness, harrowed and rolled dry to the satisfaction of the engineer. It is the intention to make as compact a mass of this portion as possible without wetting down.
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125. Specifications for Goffer-Dams. The following specification for the construction of coffer-darns, and for the methods of paying for the same is taken from a recent U. S. Engineer Corps specification for the building of a navigation lock and dam on the Great Kanawha river, West Virginia. It illustrates how such specifications may be drawn and the work paid for in an equitable manner, and how bids may be made up upon such work without assuming extraordinary risk, and without knowing much of the nature of the material to be excavated or of the depths to which the construction will extend.
How Built.—The coffer-dams will be built as shown generally by the drawings exhibited and us directed by the engineer. They will be formed of cribs sunk to hard pan, sheathed with plank and filled with heavy-dredged river-bed material not liable to wash. They will be thoroughly banked on the outside with clay puddling', or like material, of quality and quantity to make them sulliciently water-tight to be pumped out. The crib-filling and the banking outside will be protected to such an extent, as directed, by a top layer of loose stone.
As the work within the different sections of the cofferdams for the dam is finished, the ends of the next section of coffer will, when required, be made of square sawed timber, rods, upright plank and puddle, built across and near the end of the finished part. Similar timber and plank bulkheads will, also, if ordered, be built by the contractor between the cofferdam for the lock and the lock wall, to form part of the first section of coffer-dam for the navigation pass and elsewhere in making coffer connections as the engineer may require.
J7ow Paid Par.—The United States will pay the contractor for the dredging and excavation for the site of the cofferdams his contract price for "Excavation.*' For logs and sheathing used, he will be paid ins contract prices for "Crib

